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APRIL 2017
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Welcome to the April issue of the Romsey Modeller.
I write this after a fantastic weekend for the club at the Poole Vikings show. I’ll get to the actual events of the
day in my report further on this month’s issue. One thing that struck me was the camaraderie that was clearly
evident throughout the day among the assembled group of 9 members, (plus a few visitors from the club) –
which made for a tremendously enjoyable day. The banter started once we’d arrived and lasted until we left just
after 4:00pm. The day was made even more noteworthy due to the alcoholic beverages made available at
lunchtime by a member who shall remain nameless (what happened in Poole, stays in Poole!) - I can see that
catching on at other shows! The alcohol was taken in moderation of course….. I can’t recall a day when I’d
laughed so much at a model show. It was great fun and a pleasure to spend the day with a group of modellers I
can consider friends.
In addition to the show, we’ve had some very good club nights recently – with encouraging turnouts at both
early and late meetings. We’ve seen a good number of projects on the go, and several completed or nearly so.
It bodes well for our show displays and the forthcoming club competitions this year. If you’ve been unable to
attend recently, you can catch up on events at the club nights by joining our Facebook group page – just sign up
for an account, search for ‘Romsey Modellers’, wait for Admin (Tony and myself) to confirm your joining request
and then you’ll have access to the comings and goings of the group between club nights, show info, project
updates and much more.
Work continues on our own model show event of course, just over 13 weeks away. We have now confirmed that
all of the clubs that attended last year will return once more – with one or two additions, and possibly a fourth
trader. We’ve still some administrative tasks to undertake, but, so far, things are looking good.
I finally completed my latest bike project last week, and have begun another; this time, an addition to the bike,
in the form of a rider’s helmet. As there’s only two parts to it, it should be a short build, if all goes well!

See you all next week.
Paul
Club President

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire.
We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where
we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby.
We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby
or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see
the last page for details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
POOLE VIKINGS MODEL SHOW 8 TH APRIL 2017
After the disappointment of missing out on a pitch at the Cosford Show, I was very much looking forward to this
event.
It has proven to be a popular show for the club and this years event confirmed that belief. Nine members
attended to display and we managed to put on a cracking show of the clubs work over the past 12 months or so,
with aircraft, armour, vehicles, fantasy figures and even a submarine. Thanks go to Dave, Luke, Malcolm,
Richard, Chris, Keith, Mark and Sean for bringiing along a super selection of models.
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After arriving at 08:30, and
skipping through the
traffic building up at
Matchams on a the A31,
we set up pretty quickly as
eveyone else had got to
the venue more or less at
the same time. We erected
the guards to protect our
plastic treasures and
populated
the
table
leaving room for Chris’s
armour models arriving to
the table around 09:30.
With labels done and
adjustments complete we
were ready without fuss.
Other clubs arrived late
including our neighbours,
Farnborough, who’d got
caught in the Matchams
traffic, but slick setting up
had them ready for the
show’s opening at 10:00.

Part of the gang assembled for the show and just after set up was complete…
The expectation of a cool beer for lunch clearly lifted spirits early on!! Photo
courtesy of Dave Pogson.

A scan around the traders early on is a must at any show, and the inevitable purchases were made by a few. For
me, I decided to hang on the my cash for my trip up to Milton Keynes later this month. Luke picked up some
great looking Meng ‘Toon tanks’ for what seemed little money and Dave bagged another 32 nd aircraft kit for his
burgeoning collection. Indeed, never one to be short of refernce, Richard grabbed a good book on the Hawker
Typhoon for a future project.
Entries
for
the
competition close
early, so Dave, Chris,
Mark and Myself
stepped up to see if
we could win a
trophy or two…..
The group were in a
particulary
mischievious mood
all day, and the
banter
never
stopped. We had
several laughs at the
expense of many
admiring
Mark’s
scratchbuilt XE1 sub.
In fact many still
asked which kit it
was – the answer
followed - ‘Marley
Nigel Robins and Barry Sharman chat with fellow club member Pat Camp (displaying
Models’
in
with Abingdon for the day) - great to see his collection of fine work.
deference to the
centre section of it’s hull – a length of gutter down pipe by Marley! One modeller even remarked he was aware
of a diving bell kit from the same manufacturer!!
The extended facilities allow for a few more club tables and a welcome sight was Pat Camp displaying with the
Abingdon club for the first time. Many of his models he showed I hadn’t seen for some years, so it was great to
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see them, and all looking a great condition despite some being 10 years old or more. On the same table was
some fantastically well painted 1/35th truck vehicles too, one of those being built in 1980, and still looking
surprisingly fresh.
The competition results are announced at 3:30pm, just a the clubs are preparing to pack up for the day. Models
that were awarded certificates lower than Gold were handed out beforehand, and so Chris was aware he’d got
a silver for his ‘Atomic Annie’ diorama. Quickly to follow were golds for Dave’s Rumpler, my newly completed
Honda, and Mark’s Sub. Overall class winners get a trophy…Dave and I bagged memorial trophies each. To top
off the success, Mark won best of show to rapturous applause from the Romsey club members. It rounded off
what had been a brilliant day out, plenty of great models to see, lots of laughs and success for the club too.
Beat that!

Some views of display models at the Poole Vikings Show. Top left ; An excellent recovery truck model in
1/35th, Top right; Seabed diorama seen on the Southampton stand. Middle Left; Russian armour Sig had shed
loads of quality armour on show…all from one modeller! Middle Right; Scratchbiult in 1/24th! Bottom left;
More quality armour trucks on the Abingdon table. The Pink Panther was brillaint. Bottom Right; Andrew
Prentice from the Farnborough club brought plenty of superb Sci-Fi models, this one was no exception.
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TAMIYA SPITFIRE MK XVI 1/32 SCALE
BY RICHARD STEWART

With my steadily growing fleet of 1/32 Spitfires I decided to add to the collection the one listed above.
As it is fundamentally the same kit as the Tamiya Mk IX of the same scale which I built last year and
enjoyed it so much that it was not a big decision to add this one to the collection and I also needed a
break after having to chop and change the Hobby boss MK V to make it look like the correct Mark of
aircraft.
In the 2016 December edition of the magazine I put in an article about a casting medium call ‘Blue
Stuff’. What I wanted to do with this model is to cast the cockpit sidewalls using the Aires resin set
and the kits Merlin engine to see how this would look.

Merlin engine components freshly out of the
moulds

Rear casting behind rear frame was removed to
so fuel tanks could fit it.

It did take a lot of filing and sanding to get the sides to fit and ensure it would not impinge on the
fitment of all the rest of the equipment but after a little bit of adjustment I got it the way I wanted it.
As the original resin parts were for a Mk IX I had to remove the rear part of the casting as the rear fuel
tank would not fit but apart from that very pleased with the outcome.

The engine came out well also. I stopped work
on it after filling gaps with the red putty but will
go back to it if I decide to add it to an ‘engine
change diorama’

After a bit more time & effort on the one on the
left I’m sure I can make it look like the original
kits engine above

Now you might say why on earth did you not use the kit parts in the first place? As the Tamiya one is
very detailed anyway
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Good question, Firstly I wanted to see if this would work and secondly, I’m sure my madness will
inspire me to make further 1/32 scale Spitfires so I will have plenty of spares either cast or kit/resin to
choose from.
PAINTING
With this I decided to use a mix of silver paints to achieve a non-uniformed coverage and not make
the plane look like it’s been milled out of one large chunk of aluminium!
For this I used a selection of Alclad paints to give the desired results. I firstly painted the plane in black
to give a little pre-shading and left the ailerons and gun bay access panels off so I could paint them a
different shade

Plane sprayed with an aircraft aluminium with
the port access panel sprayed a different shade
to see the contrast

Same for underneath

When I had completed that, and fitted all the wing panels I found the contrast was a slight bit overdone
so I ‘blew’ over the wings with a little Tamiya XF16 flat aluminium to blend in a little. (Yes, I know these
were sprayed silver in real life! As it also says that in the potted history in the instruction booklet)
The decals went on well except the large yellow/orange training band around the rear fuselage which
I masked and sprayed on. Also, as with the MK IX I also painted the propeller tips and did not use those
fiddly decals either. Once that was done the transparencies were masked and a coat of Winsor and
Newton Galeria Satin varnish was sprayed over the model to blend the decals in.
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Well onto my next project but still staying with Tamiya which is the 1/24 scale Honda NSX….

“BASINGSTOKE BRUISER” (THORNEYCROFT ANTAR)
BY CHRIS PHILLIPS

When Nigel Robbins rolled up at our show last year with one of these beasts, my mind went into
overdrive. First off it was British, second it was Cold War, third, Royal Corps of Transport (my old unit).
Ideas for displaying one came thick and fast, but was dominated by an old photo of me and my parents
stood by one on my passing out parade in Taunton in late 1975.
As can be seen from the photo above this is a resin kit consisting of tractor unit and trailer as separate
items, the scale is 1/76 and supplied by MATADOR MODELS at Milford on Sea….The centurion tank is
also 1/76 but produced by Airfix (I believe the kit is as old as me ,,!!!).
To simplify things I retweeked an already assembled kit of the “Cent”, it after all is, not the main event.
At first glance it seems a fairly straightforward job to stick a relatively small number of parts together,
however! Me being me, I just can’t leave well alone, I must fiddle with it and see what I can improve.
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First came the engine, a Rolls Royce C8SFL 8 cylinder inline, rated at 333 BHP on the Mk3, but only
after the bonnet was cut up. Then came the thought, if I’m doing the engine it might as well be on
show, so one new opened bonnet was made. While I was at it, I decided to remove the moulded-on
grab handles (10 of them) and replace with solder wire.
After drilling all 20 holes by pin vice, I decided to “go for it” and add a cab interior. To do that I needed
to separate the driver’s
door from the moulded
cab - enter the razor saw
and back scraping with a
sharp knife blade to gouge
out a groove and thus
separate the curved top
part of the door. Patience
is a great virtue, it took an
hour.
The next item on the
agenda was the mud flaps
made from lead sheet,
plus the remainder of the
assembly.
The trailer was fairly easy,
but yet again I had to play.
I noted that two fire
extinguishers were missing so cobbled up a pair from 1/35 scale water bottles. I also drilled out the
triangular parts of the ramps which are in fact hollow. All that remained was to fiddle about with the
“Cent” to bring it up to a reasonable standard.
The painting began with an overall coat of Revell Matt Green 67 enamel. Everything else followed suit,
using a Dark Grey for tyres, Matt 9.and 86 for the canvas. Following this I went off the beaten track,
so to speak. Using a cotton bud (several actually) I buffed up the paintwork, taking it from matt to a
semi-gloss sheen. By doing this the true shine only appears in the centre of the panels and easy to get
at surfaces creating a nice contrast. Needless to say all small details were then coloured in along with
“home sourced” decals. The RCT badges are hand painted, but could be better.
So there you have it, a true icon of the Cold War and a source of many a traffic jam on the 303.
As a footnote there was another contender for the job .namely the ROTINOFF ATLANTIC built at
Colnbrook. In many people’s eyes (including the Swiss, Iraq and S. Africa) it was a much better truck,
it’s not what you know but who ….
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TAMIYA 1/12 TH 2003 HONDA RC211V
BY PAUL ADAMS – PART 2

Last month I whinged about paint. This month isn’t too dissimilar!
With the cowling parts glued together where need, sanded, washed and ready for primer, I got to it with my ‘go
to’ primer – Halfords plastic white primer. I spray on aroubd 3 coats, allowing around 5 minutes between coats.
I then wait 24 hours before gentley sanding the primer back with 1500 wet and dry paper, normally used in
soapy water, which helps to remove the tiny primer deposits caught in the grit of the paper. I followed up the
primer by shooting Zero briliant white over all of the cowling parts.
The Repsol scheme would be painted entirely using Zero’s paint set for the 2014 Tamiya RC213V kit – set, ZP1340, with the addition of a dark blue from Zero’s 2003 Honda paint set. This would involve masking off for the
orange, red and dark blue areas. To begin with, I masked up for the orange on the side cowls and rear seat. My
first attempt used Tamiya’s new bendy vinyl tape, very useful for curves, but lacking the adhesion to go over
very tight curved edges or ridges. I found this out to my cost a little later. After painting the fluorescent orange,
I found that it was both tricky to apply (as it was very thin) and that my masking line on the side cowls was wrong.
The old adage ‘build up your layers of paint slowly’ certainly applies with the orange. I applied around 8 coats
(normally around 4) to get the effect I was after.

The first round of masking up…little did I know that
I’d got the side cowl demarcation line wrong and
was to strip, repaint, re-mask and paint again!

Much masking and painting later, I had 8 parts
painted correctly and waiting for dark blue. Painting
the livery can be difficult, but the results are worth
the extra work involved.

Realising my mistake, the side cowlings went into a bath of IPA (Isopropyl Alcohol) - and the dummy tank too. I
manage to get more paint around the sharp angled areas than I wanted which resulted in an uneven look to the
colour.
I repeated my priming, basecoat white and masking process (this time without the bendy tape) and airbrushed
both the cowls and tank once more. My second attempt was a success. Without using the bendy tape I avoided
some paint creep that I got on the seat section. With the orange on, the second set of masking was done for the
fluorescent red areas. For this I photocopied the kit decal sheet, printed that onto Tamiya decal sheet (A5 in
size) and cut out the relevant shapes to create the demarcation line (which for this bike is a wavy, uneven line).
This worked well, though in hindsight the red line could have done with placing the mask a few millimetres
higher up. Incidentally, the seat section was masked and paint together to get a consistent line for all the colours
I shot with the airbrush.
The third round of masking involved applying the dark blue. To get the curve on the lower cowl, once again I
used the photocopied decal sheet, and cut the masking line with a Linex flexible curve ruler. The other lines were
masked with references to hand. The blue is made up of an undercoat of black followed by a very thin, almost
translucent pink paint, which after 3 coats offers the midnight blue I was after. Clever stuff! The livery was time
consuming to paint, but it made for a huge improvement over using the kit decals.
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The cowlings with the dark blue applied. The blue is
made from airbrushing black over which is sprayed a
translucent pink. By magic, it produces a very
convincing Repsol dark blue. I used this same blue on
my 1998 Aprilia build too.

With the clear coat on, the livery is being checked
here for alignment and continuity of colours. I did
this as the tank was re-sprayed after making some
mistakes.

I always follow up basecoat painting with some coats of clear, to firstly protect the paint and also to create a
smooth surface for the decals. I began applying the sponsors decals by using some Museum Collection Repsol
decals, which I was to find out were a ‘carrier free’ variety. I didn’t know this as all the attached text was in
Japanese. When applied the first Repsol logo, I thought the decal carrier was thick at first until I saw a sheet of
something come off. To remove the carrier, (which lays above the decal) – you are supposed to (I think) allow it
to dry then soak off the remaining film with water…..when I tried that the decals broke into pieces. I tried
removing the remaining bits with softener only to find they wouldn’t budge. I resorted to sanding them off,
doing my best not to go through the clear. The result was a slight ‘shadow’ where the decal had been. I decided
to steer clear of the rest of the Museum Collection decals, in fact shortly after, I sold off all of the decal sets I
had that were of this carrier free variety!! Never again. I achieved the side cowl Repsol decals by cutting the
lettering away from the white backing sheet in the kit and applying each letter individually….other decals went
on fine, except a seat ‘46’ which cracked and fell apart once it was slid off the backing paper. Fortunately I had
a spare from a kit I had sold to Lee. The Repsol logos on the front cowl came from a Hasegawa kit x 2 (at £30 a
kit!), with the third logo on the front fender from the second kit. The logos on the tank and under the seat were
modified from the kit versions. On the tank, I cut away the kit decal orange, so the painted orange would be
visible. Leaving the thin black surrounding line was tricky. The fluorescent red was lifted from the Hasegawa kit
too, and cut to shape. I repeated this under the seat, except an orange and red decal was added to obtain the
correct look. The Honda logo on the lower cowl is wrong in the kit, so this was replaced by a fluorescent red one
from another Hasegawa kit. So, that’s £90 to get 7 decals corrected….

Decaling has begun here, (in fact it’s done!) those
round Repsol logo’s are from the 2001 Hasegawa
Honda NSR250 kit, basically costing £30….the
remaining decals are from the kit.

For the underside of the seat, the orange and red on
the Repsol logo from the kit was over-layed with
fluorescent decal from the Hasegawa kit, otherwise
it wouldn’t match.
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Once dry, I shot 4 coats of 2 part clear to seal the decals in, hide any carrier offer protection for the decals from
the ravages of the model show circuit and the handling it’ll go through.

The kit Repsol lettering was cut from the white
background decal….individually! This corrected a
horrendous problem with some Museum Collection
carrier free decals…

The lower cowl – kit decals with the Honda logo (in
fluorescent red) from another Hasegawa kit. This
corrected the flat red kit decal.

The exhausts for this machine were taken from my separately purchased 2003 late season kit sprue, carefully
glued together with Revell Contacta cement, and sanded smooth. The bike has 3 pipes, one which runs under
the seat, and the lower two beneath the engine, exiting in the customary position on the right side of the
swingarm. The 2003 bike ran without silencers, much to the dismay of its rider, Valentino Rossi, who preferred
a quieter bike. As is my usual practice, I like to add some weathering to the pipes in the form of heat staining.
Many photos I have show little discolouration on the visible parts of the pipes, but pictures in the 2003 edition
of Pit Walk (a race bike modellers bible almost), showed considerable patina, ideal for a model if you want to
create some interest.

Retaining springs were added (Top Studio) to the
exhausts where they could be seen once the bike was
assembled.

The clips are glued on with cyano – the springs are
checked, then removed for painting…

For my pipes I copied some staining seen on one of Nicky Hayden’s bikes, plenty of deep blue, and sepia on the
visible areas. I began the painting sequence by priming with Halfords grey primer. This is given 24 hours to cure,
then they were airbrushed with 2 coats of Zero satin black and clear coated with my normal 2k clear. While the
clear was still tacky, I airbrushed the pipes with Alclad polished aluminium, which over the glossy black base
looks about right.
The pipes were given a few days to dry, by which time I’d purchased a few new Alclad Hotmetal colours, one of
which was a clear orange to replace my thick Tamiya acrylic version. I masked up the many weld seams with
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1mm masking tape from Zizu and airbrushed some sepia around them using my new Iwata Custom Micron which
has a 0.23 needle. The control achievable is currently beyond my skill set! Anyhow, I followed up with Hotmetal
blue, concentrating that colour at the engine end of the pipe. Next up was Alclad Hotmetal red, sprayed around
the blue areas and then Alclad violet over the blue and red as needed which offers the intense blue look I was
after. After the masking was removed I airbrushed more sepia over the weld seams on the lowest pipe and
painted in some shadow around the seams with thinned Humbrol gloss black and a tiny paintbrush. I think
overall, these pipes are the best I’ve done to date.

The exhaust pipes, just after painting was completed. Careful research and painting with thin clear colours
yields very realistic results. In hindsight, I think chrome may have been a better undercoat given how many
colours were sprayed over the base aluminium.
Next month, I’ll write about the engine, frame, and the extra details and get this thing finished.
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SIX DAY WAR DIORAMA ‘GIVAT HAEM’
BY KARL SCAMMELL

Having recently finished an Israeli AMX 13(See March 17 issue), the next job was to construct a mini
diorama to set the tank into context. This diorama is based on the 1967 Six Day War when the Israeli’s
entered into a very short conflict with neighbouring Egypt, Jordan and Syria. The diorama will show
the tank climbing a slight incline on a gravel track at Givat HaEm within the Golan Heights which lies
on the Israeli/Syrian border.
CONSTRUCTION.
Having cut the plywood base to the required size, the next job was to shape the polystyrene foam that
will be used to give the incline. This was done using a hot wire cutter. I then bonded the foam in place
using silicone adhesive and allowed it to fully cure before scoring the surface of the foam which will
help the subsequent plaster coat, bond to the foam.

An initial layer of plaster was applied, allowed to dry and roughly sanded so that I was left with a fairly
uniform surface for the next coat of plaster. Before applying the next coat of plaster, I wanted to add
a couple of large rocks to one side of the road. Having found a couple of pieces that matched the size
requirements, I bonded these into position using silicone adhesive.

Initial plaster coat.

Rocks glued into position.
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The ground conditions within the Golan
Heights typically consist of a gravel/rock
scree interspersed with large boulders and
vegetation. Therefore, to try and replicate
this I prepared a 40% fine sand, 60% plaster
mix which gave a relatively course finish. I
then added a combination of the following
pigments AK Middle East Soil and T&L
Terrain sand which effectively masked the
white plaster component.
Dry mix of plaster, sand and pigment.

I then thoroughly dry mixed all the various powders until I had a uniform colour and consistency,
before transferring this mix into another tray and adding water before mixing again to give a ‘stiff’
mix.
With the aid of a spatula this mix was then applied
to the previous plaster surface. To create some
contrast on the surface, I sprinkled further sand of
differing shades onto the wet surface, followed by
individual stones to replicate small boulders. I also
wanted to add a couple of overturned oil drums
which would act as track edge guides, so again
these were placed horizontally onto the wet
surface. Finally, using some spare track I created
various track marks on the gravel road.
A brief word on the oil drums. These are resin and
supplied by Accurate Armour. I sprayed them with

‘Stiff’ plaster/sand mix.

an initial blue base coat and then using a brush
selectively applied the following wash AK Dark Rust
Deposit (AK4113). I allowed this to dry for 15
minutes before blending it using a brush and
enamel thinners. Finally, I brushed on the AK
Middle East soil pigment.
VEGETATION
The vegetation within this region consists typically
Top surface being applied
of a variety of grasses with low bushes and small
trees. For the diorama, I decided just to use dry grass as the vegetation. The grass was manufactured
by Green Line and is available in various heights and various shades of green. It is simply glued into
the required position using PVA.
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This was scratch built using plasti- card for
the plaque and a cotton bud for the pole.
The sign is from a set of Israeli signs
supplied by Verlinden. The pole and back of
the plaque were painted with ‘Italian Hazel’
and then weathered using the AK Middle
East Soil pigment, brushed on.

Sign Post

Scratch built sign (It reads ‘Danger Mines’ in Hebrew)

BARBED WIRE FENCE
To finish the diorama off, I decided to add a barbed wire fence running
diagonally across the top right hand corner. The posts were made from
18swg solder with a double eye for the wire. Copper would have been a
more preferable material to use for the posts as it is slightly stiffer whilst
still malleable enough to create the post eyes but as I didn’t have any
readily available, solder it had to be.
With the posts, complete, it was then onto the barbed wire itself. For
this I followed the method as described by Steve Lidstone in the
September 16 edition of the magazine. The method is relatively simple
although does require some patience and gives good results.
I then painted the wire and posts with the AK rust enamel which I
previously used on the oil drums. I then glued the posts into previously
drilled holes using PVA glue and the wire was then tacked onto the posts
using superglue. As a final touch, I added a sign warning of mines
attached to the middle post.

Post and wire.
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FINISHING TOUCHES
The next job was to tidy up the appearance of the base. This included adding a black painted plasticard surround to the edges of the foam slope and painting the routed edges black. Finally, I glued the
AMX13 into position using rapid set epoxy adhesive and that was the diorama complete.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I would like to thank Luke Hayes who kindly supplied some of the ground materials and pigments for
this build.
PICTURES OF THE COMPLETED DIORAMA.
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STATE OF THE ART SPITFIRE – EDUARD’S 1/72 MK.XVIE
BY WILL BOOTH

After all the chivvying and bantering about
old kits, I fell off the wagon – I built a brand
new kit (within 2 months of buying it!) and
even used an airbrush. When I say “state of
the art” in the title I refer of course to the
kit, my modelling is still in the “could show
promise, but needs more commitment”
phase. I also provide some notes on the
tightwad approach to modelling.

PLASTIC PARTS
The quality of the parts is fantastic. No sign of flash and generally
smallish gates. And with each kit you get most of the detail parts
for Marks. VIII, IX and XVI, so there’s cockpit frames, spare wheels,
tailplanes and all sorts of other bits, as well as alternative parts to
allow choice of using PE. Some parts are absolutely tiny, you can
guess how I found out that the best way to attach these was to
glue them on with a bit of sprue still attached, then trim and clean
up after setting. Luckily those ample spares helped as I could
replace lost items from an “Aussie 8” boxing! But by and large the
parts fit

perfectly, sometimes clicking into place. I
did use a tiny bit of filler, but mostly just
“tippex” on fine gaps, rather than buttering
on “GreenStuff” as I usually do.
One issue was the exhausts – Eduard tell you
to install before the top cowlings but I left
them till later to ease masking the camo.
Maybe Eduard were correct as the exhausts
were a very tight fit and “popped” the
cowling slightly.
#Tightwad tip – the pen applicator type
Tippex is ideal, make sure it’s not the eco-friendly type though!
PHOTOETCH
This was my first attempt at using photoetch on a plastic model (I have used it on railway models, but
that’s much chunkier “structural” brass items). It certainly adds amazing detail, although some bits
were like bending an eyelash at this scale. Only two bits were lost (one destroyed in frustration, rather
than to the carpet monster whilst the rear view mirror disintegrated when cut out), but not noticeable,
especially as I probably put other parts in the wrong spot. The seat belts are great, and the multilayer
instrument panel superb, if almost impossible to see once installed!
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#Tightwad tip - I installed all this with “Poundland” superglue – 8 tubes for you’ve guessed it, which
works fine and you don’t resent chucking ¾ of a tube when it dries up, unlike the branded versions
which last no better.
PAINTING
Having spoken to various people in the club about the best way to paint, I made sub-assemblies up to
a point where I could spray some paint. Generally I
tried to make assemblies a single colour, or where
masking was easy – I painted the cockpit seat
separately from the armour and frame, but it needed
a bit of attention again on joining. Detail painting was
then by brush. Having worried that I would need to
scrape off paint to glue, I found this wasn’t necessary
either because old liquid poly cuts through acrylic or
just because the sprayed paint is so thin. Or it’s all
going to fall apart again soon.
Rightly or wrongly, I spent a Christmas Amazon
voucher on a compressor and 2 airbrush combo. I
figured the airbrushes would be good enough to get
the idea of whether I like spraying or not. I seemed
to spend a lot of time disassembling and cleaning up the airbrush to start with, not sure if that’s me,
my brush or just “goes with the territory”; anyway, the downtime seems to be decreasing so maybe
I’m getting there.
Anyway, despite the thinning and masking fussing
about, the finish achieved is definitely better than
my brush-painting, and actually not really much
slower as one coat covers evenly.
#Tightwad tip: I found the same airbrush set was
£20 cheaper through beauty specialists than
model suppliers!
#Tightwad Tip: I used ready diluted windscreen
wash as thinners. It worked fine with Tamiya,
Humbrol, Citadel and Xtracrylics paints as well as
Galeria matt varnish! As it contains water, alcohol
and detergent it can’t be that different to “proper” modeller’s acrylic thinners at a fraction of the price.
MASKING
Eduard canopy masks were a
revelation, though a Spitfire isn’t
as hard as say a He111 anyway.
Not sure that they’re quite
worth the money on a simpler
plane though, but it was
included in the kit. Detailed
taping up for main colours used
“Little Cars” cheapo Tamiya-like
1mm and 2mm tapes which
worked fine. For camouflage I
tried blu-tak worms but gave up
as it seemed to mark the grey or
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leave dust behind, and didn’t stick for some reason. I may try white-tak if I can find some. I decided
to just paint on the demarcation with Copydex and then infill with more of the same. I used a cocktail
stick to set out the demarcation lines as any brush would be ruined. You only have to wait for it to
skin over before painting, but wait till the next day before removing the masking so that its cured to
rubber – peeling it off then is reminiscent of Tom Cruise as Ethan Hunt in Mission Impossible. A
difficulty with any of these camouflage methods (at least for me) is remembering which side of the
line is the camo colour – not helped by Eduard’s subtle colour difference in the instructions.
Tightwad tip; Copydex comes in a decent size jar for way less than a microscopic tube of Maskol, peels
off easily once dry (take care about the direction you’re pulling around delicate details) and doesn’t
seem to affect the acrylic paint, unlike some of the purple artists masking fluids.
DECALS
Well, you certainly get a lot more than I ever remember in the “classic” Airfix period. There were five
choices for the lowback in the “combo” boxing I used, though 4 are very similar ocean grey and green
camouflage. They are very “grabby” and
initially I did the decals in the classic Microset
& Sol method, which worked fine for the main
markings but was too powerful for the stencils,
luckily there are some spares. So I just put the
stencils on with water, once dry the film was
almost invisible but I gave them some Microsol
for good measure. Once set the decals are all
very thin and don’t hide the details. Even the
spinner spiral looks reasonable in the end, boy
will I avoid planes with that marking in future!
A few of the stencils I admit are twisted and
possibly those with better eyesight might find
some are upside down?
A CONCLUSION
Here’s the final aeroplane. I rather like the low backs. The kit itself is fantastic, perhaps some
elements of the photo-etch are a bit much at 1/72. What about my stash of “classic” kits? Well they’re
still sitting there, glowering at me. And then there’s still 4 more decal options from this Eduard kit I
could use on the Heller versions in that stash. Overall, once the beginner’s airbrush painting, photoetch and high quality decal lessons are put to one side, I think it might even be easier than other kits!
Certainly it’s come together reasonably quickly (for me). I’m looking forward to building some more
Eduard 1/72 Spits, as well as the AZ, KP, Hasegawa and Airfix ones.
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ELECTRIFYING MODELLING
BY TONY ADAMS
Over the last few years I have made a couple of attempts at combining my modelling hobby with my
day job as an electronic engineer (not that I get to do much electronics since I have been
“Management”). I have had a few half-hearted attempts , such is the lights and motors I put in my
Tamiya Spitfire Mk IX and Dauntless but I was always a little disappointed with the results mainly due
to the need to locate the control electronics externally (in a base) and limited functionality that was
available. This seems to be a general issue with the “lighting kits “currently available, with them being
expensive and inflexible.
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What I wanted was to mount a microprocessor inside the model along with its power source which
had no wires to the outside, so I didn’t have to compromise the model by having a base or removable
panels.
I have played with a few single board computers (SBC) such as the Raspberry Pie or the Audrino. The
Raspberry Pie is too big to fit inside a model, while the Audrino has limited functionality and no
wireless interface requiring external connections to control and program it.
In July last year I came across a Kickstarter project to create a SBC that would run a full Linux
distribution, it had a WiFi interface and was 40mm x 25mm big. What was more the Onion Omega2
costs $5 each! ($9 for the expanded memory version)

The Onion Omega2 Sing Board Computer – A full LINUX computer in a tiny package

I rapidly signed up, purchasing 4 units, plus a number of “Docks” to allow me to prototype a solution.
In all my total investment as around £50. The initial shipment date was advertised as November ,
however I was unsurprised when that date came and went without a delivery ( I have run enough
Engineering projects to know how difficult it is to meet delivery dates with complex electronic projects
– so I wasn’t surprised).
I was keen on utilising the system on my upcoming 1/24 Typhoon for our group build, and so was
becoming increasingly concerned when January came and went, finally in mid-February a package
dropped through my letter box.
GETTING STARTED
On opening I was confronted with an impressively presented package, with each item I ordered in its
own printed box. The units themselves look well engineered with some nice touches such as white
screen printed PCBs.
Good documentation was available on the Onion website https://docs.onion.io/omega2-docs/ which
allowed me to get up and running quickly. To support connection to a PC the Omega2 units need to
run on a Dock which provides a micro USB port, providing power.
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Omega 2 and Expansion Dock

Omega 2 fitted to the dock

# Geek warning: the next section contains a number of computing terms!
Once powered up I was able to connect to the devices WiFi and start communicating with it. A Web
interface provides some initial set up functions, such as upgrading software and installing other
software. Once set up a SSH shell could be run (using Putty via the serial port or WiFi ) , SCP can be
used to organise the file system ( I used WinSCP to provide a gui interface rather than having to do
everything via the LINUX command line).
I installed python via the Omega’s own package manager (very easy to use) and I was ready to start
creating applications.
LET THERE BE LIGHTS
The first thing I tried was driving some LEDs via General Purpose Input / Output ports ( GPIO). I had
purchased a prototyping board that fits nicely onto the Docks to allow me to add my own electronics.
To this I added a few LEDs (with suitable current limiting resistors). I soon had some code that would
pulse at a selectable interval or constantly light the LEDs – this was very straight forward.
REAL PROPELLER ACTION
Next up was to drive a motor. I purchased a small geared
motor that would fit inside the Sabre engine on the
Typhoon kit. This provides 500 RPM at 5V, which would
look right in terms of scale speed (Most DC motors run a
10000 RRM but with little torque and so would struggle
with the big Typhoon Prop, using a geared motor gives
much more torque).

The geared Motor I will be using
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The Omega outputs can’t provide enough current to drive the motor directly, so I implemented a
simple collector follower circuit with a
MOSFET (type of transistor). By using a
Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) output
I could regulate the speed of the motor
quite accurately. I played at simulating
a realistic engine start where the prop
starts slowly and roughly before
getting up to speed. This looked OK but
this arrangement only allows me to
drive the prop in one direction. I
wanted to make the movement more
realistic by driving the prop backward
for short periods during the start-up,
making the movement even jerkier. To
Propeller spinning (crap photo)
do this I added a motor drive chip to
my prototype (L293D) this allows me to drive to the fully supply rails in both either direction. This gives
a quite a pleasing motor action.

The prototype board , with motor driver chip and audio amp

The bottom side showing the busy wiring

ADDING SOUND

The sound Dock, the output is connected to a 1W audio amp to
drive speakers

I had purchased a sound Dock which
contained a digital sound chip,
providing a headphone output and
microphone input. To this I added a
small 1 Watt amplified I had purchased
on EBay (approx. £1) to drive some
small speakers. I found a sound file of
a Sabre engine on the Internet and
then had a few evenings of frustration
working out how to get it to play on the
sound dock (this is one area where the
Onion documentation is very poor).
Eventually I sorted it out and managed
to control the playback via my python
script. I now have a prototype unit that
can control lights, and realistically

control an Engine in time to a sound file.
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TO DO.
My next task will be to add battery management to allow me to recharge a battery that is located
inside the fuselage of the plane. Ideally this would be via inductive charging but I suspect this will take
too long to develop so I may have to settle with having a charging point located on the model (in a
wheel well perhaps).
I can now control all the functions from a command line , my next software task will be to do this from
a Web interface over Wi-Fi – this can wait for now.
As you can see from the photo the current prototype it is a little too big to fit into a model (even one
as big as the Typhoon), so all this has to be reduced in size. To do this I will have to design my own
PCB. I hope to get all the required electronics onto my own Dock that is the same size as the Omega
itself. I will do the design on a free PCB design package called Zenit which so far seems straightforward
to use. There are now a number of companies that will manufacture PCBs cheaply, I hope to get 10
made for less than £100 which should give me a few to play with.
If all goes well I hope have a completed solution by June which will give me 4 months to complete the
model – Easy ……( remember what I said about electronic project timescales generally overrunning).
If things go to plan I will have a flexible and compact solution for adding electronic functions to models
– you never know but this time next year I may be a millionaire!

The current prototype – will it ever fit into a model?
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CLUB DIARY 2017

2017
April 19th

Late Club Night

May 3rd
May 17th

Early Club Night
St George Competition

June 7th
June 21st

April 23rd

Milton Keynes Model Show

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

June 3rd

IPMS Salisbury Show

July 5th
July 19th

Early Club Night
Manufacturers
Competition (NonART)

July 15th

ROMSEY MODELLERS SHOW

August 2nd
August 16th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

August 6th
August 13th

Boscombe Down Model Show
Avon Model Show

September 6th
September 20th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night
-Photo Shoot

September 16th

IPMS Farnborough Show

October 4th
October 18th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

October 7th

Bovington Autumn Show (TBC)

Early Club Night
Annual Competition

November 11th/12th

Scale ModelWorld 2016

November 1st
November 15th

November 26th

Middle Wallop Show (TBC)
Bugle Call

December 6th
December 20th

Early Club Night
Xmas Night

Next Meeting: Wednesday April 19th

(8pm to 10pm)
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CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Club President
Club Secretary
Magazine Editor
Treasurer
Competition Secretary

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Paul Adams
Tony Adams
Tel: 01794 519153
Tony Adams
Tel: 07736555664
Steve Edwards
Sean Summers

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Karl Scammell

Will Booth
Richard Stewart
Chris Phillips

FINDING US
Ampfield Village
Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the
editor or the club as a whole. Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2016
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